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With The Three-Body Problem, English-speaking readers got their first chance to experience the multiple-
award-winning and bestselling Three-Body Trilogy by China's most beloved science fiction author, Cixin
Liu. Three-Body was released to great acclaim including coverage in The New York Times and The Wall
Street Journal. It was also named a finalist for the Nebula Award, making it the first translated novel to be
nominated for a major SF award since Italo Calvino's Invisible Cities in 1976.

Now this epic trilogy concludes with Death's End. Half a century after the Doomsday Battle, the uneasy
balance of Dark Forest Deterrence keeps the Trisolaran invaders at bay. Earth enjoys unprecedented
prosperity due to the infusion of Trisolaran knowledge. With human science advancing daily and the
Trisolarans adopting Earth culture, it seems that the two civilizations will soon be able to co-exist peacefully
as equals without the terrible threat of mutually assured annihilation. But the peace has also made humanity
complacent.

Cheng Xin, an aerospace engineer from the early 21st century, awakens from hibernation in this new age.
She brings with her knowledge of a long-forgotten program dating from the beginning of the Trisolar Crisis,
and her very presence may upset the delicate balance between two worlds. Will humanity reach for the stars
or die in its cradle?
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From reader reviews:

John McDole:

The book Death's End give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your
capable far more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big problem
with your subject. If you can make reading a book Death's End to get your habit, you can get considerably
more advantages, like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about some or all subjects. It is
possible to know everything if you like open and read a guide Death's End. Kinds of book are a lot of. It
means that, science e-book or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this book?

Linda Gordon:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important to you? Or just adding material when you really need
something to explain what yours problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy individual? If you
don't have spare time to complete others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have time? What
did you do? Every individual has many questions above. They have to answer that question simply because
just their can do which. It said that about guide. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is right. Because start
from on jardín de infancia until university need that Death's End to read.

Jessica Duncan:

The book untitled Death's End is the book that recommended to you you just read. You can see the quality of
the publication content that will be shown to you actually. The language that author use to explained their
way of doing something is easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of investigation when write the
book, hence the information that they share to you is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-
book of Death's End from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Candace Hernandez:

The actual book Death's End has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot
of profit. The book was authored by the very famous author. This articles author makes some research before
write this book. This kind of book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after perusing this book.
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